Both registers and surveys can contain classification errors. These errors can be estimated by making use of a composite data set. We propose a new method based on latent class modelling to estimate the number of classification errors across several sources while taking into account impossible combinations with scores on other variables. Furthermore, the latent class model, by multiply imputing a new variable, enhances the quality of statistics based on the composite data set. The performance of this method is investigated by a simulation study, which shows that whether or not the method can be applied depends on the entropy R 2 of the latent class model and the type of analysis a researcher is planning to do. Finally, the method is applied to public data from Statistics Netherlands.
Introduction
National Statistical Institutes (NSIs) often use large data sets to estimate population tables covering many different aspects of society. One way to create these rich data sets as efficiently and cost effectively as possible is to utilize already available register data. This has several advantages. First, known information is not collected again by means of a survey, saving collection and processing costs, as well as reducing the burden on the respondents. Second, registers often contain very specific information that could not have been collected by surveys (Zhang 2012) . Third, statistical figures can be published more quickly, as conducting surveys can be time consuming. However, when more information is required than is already available, registers can be supplemented with survey data (De Waal 2016) . Caution is then advised, as surveys likely contain classification errors. When a data set is constructed by integrating information at microlevel from both registers and surveys, we call this a composite data set. More information on how to construct such a composite data set can be found in Zhang (2012) and Bakker (2010) . Composite data sets are used by, among others, the Innovation Panel (Understanding Society 2016), the Millennium Cohort Study (UCL Institute of Education 2007), the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (Ness 2004) , the System of Social Statistical Databases of Statistics Netherlands, and the 2011 Dutch Census (Schulte Nordholt et al. 2014) .
When using registers for research, we should be aware that they are collected for administrative purposes so they may not align conceptually with the target and can contain process delivered classification errors. These may be due to mistakes made when entering the data, delays in adding data to the register (Bakker 2009) or differences between the variables being measured in the register and the variable of interest (Groen 2012) . This means that both registers and surveys may contain classification errors, although originating from different types of sources. This assumption is in contrast to what many researchers assume, namely that either registers or surveys are error-free. To illustrate, Schrijvers et al. (1994) used registers to validate a postal survey on cancer prevalence, Turner et al. (1997) used Medicare claims data to validate a survey on health status, and Van der Vaart and Glasner (2007) used optician database information to validate a telephone survey. In contrast, Jörgren et al. (2010) used a survey to validate the Swedish rectal cancer registry and Robertsson et al. (1999) used a postal survey to validate the Swedish knee arthroplasty register. Since neither surveys or registers are free of error, it is most realistic to approach them both as such. Therefore, we aim to develop a method which incorporates information from both to estimate the true value, without assuming that either one of them is error-free.
To distinguish between two types of classification errors, we classify them as either visibly or invisibly present. Both types can be estimated by making use of new information that is provided by the composite data set. Invisibly present errors in surveys or registers can be detected when responses on both are compared in the composite data set. Differences between the responses indicate that there is an error in one (or more) of the sources, although it is at this point unclear which score(s) exactly contain(s) error. The name 'invisibly present errors' is given because these errors could not have been seen in a single data set. They can be dealt with by estimating a new value using a latent variable model. To estimate these invisibly present errors using a latent variable model, multiple indicators from different sources within the composite data that measure the same attribute are used. This approach has previously been applied using structural equation models (Bakker 2012; Scholtus and Bakker 2013) , latent class models (Biemer 2011; Guarnera and Varriale 2016; Oberski 2015) and latent markov models (Pavlopoulos and Vermunt 2015) . Latent variable models are typically used in another context, namely as a tool for analysing multivariate response data (Vermunt and Magidson 2004) .
Covariates (variables within the composite data set that measure something other than the attribute of interest) can help improve the latent variable model. Some errors can then be observed already when an impossible combination between a score on the attribute and a covariate is detected, which we define as a visibly present error. The name 'visibly present errors' is given here because (some of) these errors are visible in a single data set. An example of a combination which is not allowed is the score "own" on the variable home ownership and the score "yes" on the variable rent benefit. Such an, in practice, impossible combination can be replaced by a combination that is deemed possible. Whether a combination of scores is possible and therefore "allowed" is commonly listed in a set of edit rules. An incorrect combination of values can be replaced by a combination that adheres to the edit rules. Different types of methods are used to find an optimal solution for different types of errors (De Waal et al. 2012 ). For errors caused by typing, signs or rounding, deductive methods have been developed by Scholtus (2009 Scholtus ( , 2011 . For random errors, optimization solutions have been developed such as the Fellegi-Holt method for categorical data, the branch-and-bound algorithm, the adjusted branch-andbound algorithm, nearest-neighbour imputation (De Waal et al. 2011, 115 -156) and the minimum adjustment approach (Zhang and Pannekoek 2015) . Furthermore, imputation solutions, such as nonparametric Bayesian multiple imputation (Si and Reiter 2013) and a series of imputation methods discussed by Tempelman (2007) can be used.
The solutions discussed two paragraphs above for invisibly present errors are not tailored to handle the invisibly and visibly present errors simultaneously, and they do not offer possibilities to take the errors into account in further statistical analyses; they only give an indication of the extent of the classification errors. In addition, uncertainty caused by both visibly and invisibly present errors is not taken into account when further statistical analyses are performed. An exception is the method developed by Kim et al. (2015) , which simultaneously handles invisibly and visibly present errors using a mixture model in combination with edit rules for continuous data, and which has been extended by Manrique-Vallier and Reiter (2016) for categorical data. This method allows for an arbitrary number of invisible errors based on one file and one measurement, whereas we consider multiple linked files with multiple measurements of an attribute. Any method dealing with visibly or invisibly present classification errors should account for the uncertainty created by these errors. This can be done by making use of multiple imputations (Rubin 1987) , and has previously been used in combination with solutions for invisibly present errors ) and visibly present errors (Si and Reiter 2013; Manrique-Vallier and Reiter 2013) .
We propose a new method that simultaneously handles the three issues discussed: it handles both visibly and invisibly present classification errors and it incorporates them both, as well as the uncertainty created by them, when performing further statistical analysis. By comparing responses on indicators measuring the same attribute in a composite data set we allow the estimation of the number of invisibly present errors using a Latent Class (LC) model. Visibly present errors are handled by making use of relevant covariate information and imposing restrictions on the LC model. In the hypothetical cross table between the attribute of interest and the restriction covariate, the cells containing a combination that is in practice impossible are restricted to contain zero observations. These restrictions are imposed directly when the LC model is specified. To also take uncertainty created by the invisibly and visibly present errors into account when performing further statistical analyses, we make use of Multiple Imputation (MI). Because MI and LC are combined in this new method, the method will be further denoted as MILC.
In the following section, we describe the MILC method in more detail. In the third section, a simulation study is performed to assess the novel method. In the fourth section, we apply the MILC method on a composite data set from Statistics Netherlands.
The MILC Method
The MILC method takes visibly and invisibly present errors into account by combining Multiple Imputation (MI) and Latent Class (LC) analysis. Figure 1 gives a graphical overview of this procedure. The method starts with the original composite data set comprising L measures of the same attribute of interest. In the first step, m bootstrap samples are taken from the original data set. In the second step, an LC model is estimated for every bootstrap sample. In the third step, m new empty variables are created in the original data set. The m empty variables are imputed using the corresponding m LC models. In the fourth step, estimates of interest are obtained from the m variables and in the last step, the estimates are pooled using Rubin's rules for pooling (Rubin 1987, 76) . These five steps are now discussed in more detail.
The MILC method starts by taking m bootstrap samples from the original composite data set. These bootstrap samples are drawn because we want the imputations we create in a later step to take parameter uncertainty into account. Therefore, we do not use one LC model based on one data set, but we use m LC models based on m bootstrap samples of the original data set ( Van der Palm et al. 2016 In the next step, we make use of LC analysis to estimate both visibly and invisibly present classification errors in categorical variables. We first link several data sets by unit identifiers, resulting in a composite data set matched on a common core set of identifiers (discarding all records where no match is obtained), and group variables measuring the same attribute present on more than one of the original source data sets. For each of the variable groups, we build a single latent variable (denoted by X) representing the underlining true measure, assuming discrepancies between different sourced measures.
For example, we have L dichotomous indicator variables (Y 1 ; : : : ; Y L ) measuring the same attribute home ownership (1 ¼ "own", 2 ¼ "rent") in multiple data sets linked on unit level. Differences between the responses of a unit are caused by what we described as invisibly present classification error in one (or more) of the indicators. Since the indicators all have an equal number of categories (C), we fix the number of categories of the latent variable X to C.
The LC model we then build using the indicator variables is based on five assumptions. The first assumption pertains to the marginal response pattern y, which is a vector of the responses to the given indicators. For example, we have three indicators measuring home ownership, the response pattern y can be "own", "own", "rent". We assume here that the probability of obtaining this specific marginal response pattern P(Y ¼ y) is a weighted average of the X class specific probabilities
Here, P(X ¼ x) denotes the proportion of units belonging to category x in the underlying true measure, where x might be "own", the proportion of the population owning their own house. The second assumption is that the observed indicators are independent of each other given a unit's score on the underlying true measure. This means that when a mistake is made when filling in a specific question in a survey, this is unrelated to what is filled in for the same question in another survey or register. This is called the assumption of local independence,
Combining Equation (1) and Equation (2) yields the following model for response pattern P(Y ¼ y):
The model parameters (P(X ¼ x) and P(Y l ¼ y l jX ¼ x)) are estimated by Maximum Likelihood (ML). To find the ML estimates for the model parameters, Latent Gold uses both the Expectation-Maximization and the Newton-Raphson algorithm (Vermunt and Magidson 2013a ).
In Equation (3), only the indicators are used to estimate the likelihood of being in a specific true category. However, it is also possible to make use of covariate information to estimate the LC model. The third assumption we then make is that the measurement errors are independent of the covariates. An example of a covariate which can help in identifying whether someone owns or rents a house is marital status, this covariate is denoted by Q and can be added to Equation (3):
Covariate information can also be used to impose a restriction on the model, to make sure that the model does not create a combination of a category of the "true" variable and a score on a covariate that is in practice impossible. For example, when an LC model is estimated to measure the variable home ownership using three indicator variables and a covariate (denoted by Z) measuring rent benefit, the impossible combination of owning a house and receiving rent benefit should not be created.
Throughout the article, we compare four approaches that researchers might administer when performing analyses using composite data sets containing classification errors and edit restrictions. In the first approach, researchers completely ignore the composite data structure and directly use one variable (which measures a construct that is measured by other variables in the composite data set as well) to obtain estimates of interest, for example a cross-table proportion or a logistic regression coefficient. In the second approach, researchers use an LC model to correct for classification errors, but are not aware of the edit restriction. The LC model used in this approach is equal to Equation (4); we call this the unconditional model. In the third approach, researchers are aware of the edit restriction, but they assume that including the restriction covariate (Z) in the LC model is enough to account for this; they do not explicitly mention the restriction itself. We call this the conditional model:
Only in the fourth approach, the restriction is imposed directly in the LC model to fix the cell proportion of the impossible combination to 0; we call this the restricted conditional model. In the example where Z measures rent benefit, and the latent "true" variable measures home ownership, the imposed restriction is:
By using such a restriction, we can take impossible combinations with other variables into account, while we estimate an LC model for the underlying true measure. The restriction is imposed by specifically denoting which cell in the cross-table between the covariate and the latent variable should contain zero observations and giving this cell a weight of 0, resulting in constrained estimation (Vermunt and Magidson 2013b) . By specifying a model as in Equation (4) or in Equation (5), we assume that the covariate measure is in fact error-free, which is the fourth assumption we make. A fifth assumption is that the edit rules applied are hard edit rules,in contrast to soft edit rules where there is a small probability that the edit is in fact possible. These five assumptions (assumption that P(Y ¼ y) is a weighted average of P(Y ¼ yjX ¼ x); assumption of local independence; assumption that measurement errors are independent of covariates; assumption that the covariate is error-free; assumption of hard edits) are specific for the LC model we use.
However, in practice it is very likely that one of these assumptions is not met. For example, with the assumption of local independence, we assume that when a mistake is made in one indicator, this is unrelated to the answers on other indicators. This assumption is probably met when one indicator originates from a survey and another from a register. If two indicators both originate from surveys, it is much more likely that a respondent makes the same mistake in both surveys, this assumption would then not be met. We can also think of situations where the assumption that misclassification is independent of covariates is not met. For example with tax registration by businesses, the number of delays and mistakes tends to be related to company size, since appropriate administration is better institutionalized in larger companies. The assumption that a covariate is free of error is in practice almost never met, since all sources always contain some error. The last assumption made is that the edits applied are hard edits. In some cases soft edits might be more appropriate, for example when a combination of scores is highly unlikely but not impossible, such as the combination of being ten years old and having graduated from high school.
Luckily these assumptions can be relaxed by specifying more complex LC models. However, whether you are able to relax these assumptions depends on your specific data structure. More specifically, it depends on whether your model is still identifiable. Unfortunately, model identifiability is not straightforward. For example, a model with three dichotomous indicators is identifiable, while a model with two dichotomous indicators is not. Adding a covariate to this model would make it identifiable. Adding a restriction to a model can also help to make an unidentifiable model identifiable. Since it is not possible to present general recommendations here, we refer to Biemer (2011) for more information about model identifiability. Examples of complex latent variable models which incorporate the different assumptions discussed in official statistics data sets are Pavlopoulos and Vermunt (2015) and Scholtus and Bakker (2013) . Model identification can be checked in Latent Gold by assessing whether the Jacobian of the likelihood is full rank at a larger number of random parameter values (Forcina 2008 ). All models in this article were confirmed to be identifiable.
How missing values in the indicators and covariates are handled is also dependent on model specification. We specified the model as such that the indicators are part of the estimation procedure. Missing values are therefore handled by Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) (Vermunt and Magidson 2013b, 51 -52) . Covariates are treated as fixed and listwise deletion will be applied to missing values here.
By applying Bayes' rule to the LC models from Equation (4), Equation (5), or Equation (6), posterior membership probabilities can be obtained. These posterior membership probabilities represent the probability of being in an LC given a specific combination of scores on the indicators and covariates (PðX ¼ xjY ¼ y; Q ¼ q; Z ¼ zÞ).
For example, the posterior membership probabilities for the conditional model are obtained by:
These posterior membership probabilities can be used to impute latent variable X.
To distinguish between the unobserved latent variable X, described by the LC model, and the variable after imputation, we denote this imputed variable by W. Different methods exist to obtain W. An example is modal assignment, where each respondent is assigned to the class for which its posterior membership probability is the largest. To correctly incorporate uncertainty caused by the classification errors, we use multiple imputation to estimate W. We first create m empty variables (W 1 , : : : ,W m ) and we impute them by drawing one of the LCs by sampling from the posterior membership probabilities from the m LC models.
With the restricted conditional model, we want to make sure that cases are not assigned to categories on the latent "true" variable which would result in impossible combinations with scores on other variables, such as the combination "rent benefit" £ "own". Therefore, the restriction set in Equation (6) is also used here.
After we created m variables by imputing them using the posterior membership probabilities obtained from each of the m LC models, the estimates of interest can be obtained. For example, we can be interested in a cross table between imputed "true" variable W and covariate Z, where our estimate of interestû can be the cell proportion PðW ¼ 1; Z ¼ 1Þ. The m estimates ofû can now be pooled by making use of the rules defined by Rubin for pooling (Rubin 1987, 76) . The pooled estimate is obtained bŷ
The total variance is estimated as
where VAR within is the within imputation variance calculated by
VAR within i is estimated as the variance of the proportion ofû i ,
where N is the number of units in the composite data set, and VAR between is calculated by
Besides the uncertainty caused by missing or conflicting data represented by the spread of parameter estimate values, VAR between also contains parameter uncertainty, which was introduced by the bootstrap performed in the first step of the MILC method.
Simulation

Simulation Approach
To empirically evaluate the performance of MILC, we conducted a simulation study using R (R Core Team 2014). We start by creating a theoretical population using Latent Gold (Vermunt and Magidson 2013a) containing five variables: three dichotomous indicators (Y 1 ; Y 2 ; Y 3 ) measuring the latent dichotomous variable (X); one dichotomous covariate (Z) which has an impossible combination with a score of the latent variable; and one other dichotomous covariate (Q). The theoretical population is generated using the restricted conditional model. When samples are drawn, it can happen that the LC model estimated from a sample assigns a non-zero probability to an impossible combination, so these errors are due to sampling. Furthermore, variations are made in the generated data sets according to scenarios described in the following sections.
When evaluating an imputation method, the relation between the imputed latent variable and other variables should be preserved since these relations might be the subject of research later on. When investigating the performance of MILC, there are two relations we are particularly interested in. We are interested in the relation between the imputed latent variable W and the covariate Z, which has an impossible combination with a score on the latent variable. The four cell proportions of the 2 £ 2 table are denoted by: W1 £ Z 1 , W 2 £ Z 1 , W 1 £ Z 2 and W 2 £ Z 2 . The cell W 1 £ Z 2 is the impossible combination, and should contain 0 observations. We compare the cell proportions of a 2 £ 2 table of the population latent variable X and Z with the cell proportions of a table of the imputed latent variable W and Z from the samples. Furthermore, we are interested in the relation between W and covariate Q. To investigate this relation, we compare the coefficient of a logistic regression of the latent population variable X on Q with the logistic regression coefficient of the imputed W regressed on Q.
To investigate these relations, we look at three performance measures. First, we look at the bias of the estimates of interest. The bias is equal to the difference between the average estimate over all replications and the population value. Next, we look at the coverage of the 95% confidence interval. This is equal to the proportion of times that the population value falls within the 95% confidence interval constructed around the estimate over all replications. To confirm that the standard errors of the estimates were properly estimated, the ratio of the average standard error of the estimate over the standard deviation of the 1,000 estimates was also examined.
We expect the performance of MILC to be influenced by the measurement quality of the indicators, the marginal distribution of covariates Z and Q, the sample size, and the number of multiple imputations. The quality of the indicators is represented by classification probabilities. They represent the probability of a specific score on the indicator given the latent class. If the quality of the indicators is low, it will be more difficult for MILC to assign cases to the correct latent classes.
From Geerdinck et al. (2014) we know that classification probabilities of 0.95 and higher can be considered realistic for population registers. Pavlopoulos and Vermunt (2015) detected a classification probability of 0.83 in the Dutch Labour Force Survey. We investigate a range of classification probabilities around the values found, from 0.70 to 0.99. The marginal distribution of Z, P(Z), is also expected to influence the performance of MILC. A higher value for P(Z ¼ 2) can give, for example, more information to the latent class model to assign scores to the correct latent class. Sample size may influence the standard errors and thereby the confidence intervals. The performance of MILC can also depend on the number of multiple imputations. Investigation of several multiple imputation methods have shown that five imputations are often sufficient (Rubin 1987) . However, with complex data, it can be the case that more imputations are needed. As a result, the simulation conditions can be summarized as follows: the observed variables, and is measured by:
where a jx is the probability that observation j is a member of class x, and N is the number of units in the composite data set. Rescaled with values between 0 and 1, entropy R 2 is measured by
where 1 means perfect prediction (Dias and Vermunt 2008) . The conditional and the restricted conditional model have the same entropy R 2 because these models contain the same variables. All models with classification probabilities of 0.90 and above have a high entropy R 2 and are able to predict class membership well. When the classification probabilities are 0.70, the entropy R 2 is especially low. However, for the conditional and the restricted conditional model, the entropy R 2 under classification probability 0.70 
Simulation Results
In this section we discuss our simulation results in terms of bias, coverage of the 95% confidence interval, and the ratio of the average standard error of the estimate over the standard deviation of the estimates. We do this in three sections. In the first section we discuss the 2 £ 2 table of the imputed latent variable W and restriction covariate Z. In the second section, we investigate the relation between the imputed latent variable W and covariate Q. In the third section we investigate the influence of m, the number of bootstrap samples and multiple imputations. In the simulation results discussed in the first two sections, we used m ¼ 5. When investigating the different simulation conditions, we focus on the performance of the four approaches discussed, using one indicator (Y 1 ), the unconditional model, the conditional model and the restricted conditional model. with the trend we saw in Figure 2 for the entropy R 2 , where a high entropy R 2 corresponds to a low bias. In contrast, when Y 1 is used, the bias of all cells is low when P(Z ¼ 2) is small, and increases as P(Z ¼ 2) increases. Furthermore, the restricted conditional model is the only model in which the cell representing the impossible combination (W 1 £ Z 2 ) indeed contains 0 observations. (Y1 1 £ Z 2 ) is never exactly 0. When investigating the results for coverage of the 95% confidence intervals around the cell proportions (Figure 4) , we see that the results differ over the different sample sizes. This is caused by the fact that even though the bias is not influenced by the sample size, the standard errors and therefore the confidence intervals are. Confidence intervals of biased estimates are therefore less likely to contain the population value. Furthermore, if the classification probabilities are larger,individuals are more likely to end up in the correct latent class, which also results in less variance, resulting in smaller confidence intervals. Confidence intervals cannot pe properly estimated for the impossible combination Y1 1 £ Z 2 , since the proportions are very close to 0. This can be seen in Figure 4 . Since W 1 £ Z 2 is not estimated with the restricted conditional model, confidence intervals cannot be estimated and coverage is therefore not shown.
The ratio of the average standard error of the estimate over the standard deviation of the simulated estimates tells us whether the standard errors of the estimates are properly estimated. In general, the values for both the situation of one indicator and the restricted conditional model, found in Figure 5 , are both very close to 1. Only the standard errors for W 1 £ Z 2 are too small when one indicator is used. With the restricted conditional model, these are not estimated.
Overall, the small 2 £ 2 cross tables investigated here containing a restriction covariate can be estimated when the LC model of the composite data set has an entropy R 2 of 0.90, or, when the sample size is large, an entropy R 2 of 0.95. In Figure 6 we see that for the restricted conditional model, the bias is very close to 0 in all conditions. When Y 1 is used, the bias is much larger and is related to the classification probabilities.
In Figure 7 we see the results in terms of coverage of the 95% confidence interval. The conclusions we can draw here are comparable to the conclusions we drew from the results in terms of bias. When W is used (estimated using the restricted conditional model), the coverage of the 95% confidence is approximately 95 in all discussed conditions. When only one indicator (Y 1 ) is used, we see undercoverage when the population value of the logistic regression coefficient is 0.6190. This undercoverage is related to the classification probabilities and increases when the sample size increases. Results in terms of the ratio of the average standard error of the estimate over the standard deviation of the simulated estimates are very close to the desired ratio of 1. This is the case for all investigated simulation conditions, both when Y 1 is used or when W is used. Results are reported in Appendix A. Overall, for the investigated conditions, unbiased estimates can be obtained when the LC model of the composite data set has an entropy R 2 of 0.60 or larger.
Number of Imputations
To investigate the effect of the number of bootstrap samples and imputations (m), we performed 5, 10, 20, and 40 bootstrap samples and imputations. The results of m ¼ 5 and m ¼ 40 can be found in Figure 8 , while more results can be found in Appendix A. Both in terms of bias and coverage the MILC method performs equally well over the different numbers of m. It is important to note that the fraction of missing information corresponds, in the worst case, to the amount of missing data (Rubin 1987, 114) . In our case, it depends on the entropy R 2 , which is dependent on the classification and the covariates. Although 
Application
Data
Home ownership is an interesting variable for social research. It has been related to a number of properties, such as inequality (Dewilde and Decker 2016) , employment insecurity (Lersch and Dewilde 2015) and government redistribution (André and Dewilde 2016) . Therefore, we apply the MILC method on a composite data set that brings together survey data from the LISS (Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social sciences) panel from 2013 (Scherpenzeel 2011) , which is administered by CentERdata (Tilburg University, The Netherlands) and a population register from Statistics Netherlands from 2013. Because samples for LISS were drawn by Statistics Netherlands, we were very well able to link these surveys and registers. From this composite data set, we use two variables indicating whether a person is either a home-owner or rents a house/other as indicators for the imputed "true" latent variable home-owner/renter or other. The composite data set also contains a variable measuring whether someone receives rent benefit from the government. A person can only receive rent benefit if this person rents a house. In a crosstable between the imputed latent variable home-owner/renter and rent benefit, there should be 0 persons in the cell "home-owner s receiving rent benefit". If people indeed receive rent benefit and own a house, this could be interesting for researchers and requires investigation. A more detailed LC model should then be specified, modelling local dependencies and allowing for error in the variable 'rent benefit'. However, this is outside the scope of the present study. We assume this to be measurement error, and therefore want this specific cell to contain 0 persons. Research has previously been done regarding the relation between home ownership and marital status (Mulder 2006) . A research question here could be whether married individuals more often live in a house they own compared to non-married individuals. Therefore, a variable indicating whether a person is married or not is included in the latent class model as a covariate. The three data sets used to combine the data are discussed in more detail below:
.
Registration of addresses and buildings (BAG):
A register with data on addresses containing information about its buildings, owners and inhabitants originating from municipalities from 2013. Register information is obtained from persons who filled in the LISS studies and who declared that we are allowed to combine their survey information with registers. In total, this left us with 3,011 individuals. From the BAG we used a variable indicating whether a person "owns"/"rents"/"other" the house he or she lives in. Because our research questions mainly relate to home-owners, we recoded this variable into "owns"/"rents or other". This variable does not contain any missing values. . LISS background study: A survey on general background variables from January 2013. From this survey we also have 3,011 individuals. We used the variable marital status, indicating whether someone is "married"/"separated"/"divorced"/ "widowed"/"never been married". As we are only interested in whether a person is married or not, we recoded this variable in such a way that "married" and "separated" individuals are in the recoded "married" category, and the "divorced", "widowed" and "never been married" individuals are in the "not married" category. It is difficult to handle a category as "separated" in such a situation. However, separated individuals are technically still married. Although they can in theory be more likely to live out of the registered address, it is difficult to make assumptions and therefore we decided to recode them into the category "married". This variable did not contain any missing values. We also used a variable indicating whether someone is a "tenant"/"subtenant"/"(co-) owner"/"other". We recoded this variable in such a way that we distinguish between "(co-) owner" and "(sub-) tenant or other". This variable had 14 missing values. . LISS housing study: A survey on housing from June 2013. From this survey we used the variable rent benefit, indicating whether someone "receives rent benefit"/"the rent benefit is paid out to the lessor"/"does not receive rent benefit"/"prefers not to say". Because we are not interested in whether someone receives the rent benefit directly or indirectly, we recoded the first two categories into "receiving rent benefit". No one selected the option "prefers not to say". For this variable, we had 2,232 missing values resulting in 779 observations. The number of observations is small, because a selection variable (indicating whether someone rents their house) was used in the survey. Dependent interviewing has been used here. Only the individuals indicating that they rent their house in this variable were asked if they receive rent benefit. This selection variable could also have been used as an indicator in our LC model. However, because of the strong relation between this variable and the rent benefit variable we decided to leave it out of the model.
These data sets are linked at person level where matching is done on person identification numbers. In addition, matching could also have been done on date, since the surveys were conducted at different time points within 2013. However, mismatches on dates are a source of measurement error, and are therefore left in for illustration purposes. Although it is not necessarily the case in practice, the assumption is made that the covariate 'rent benefit' is measured without error, so we are able to apply the LC model investigated in the simulation study in practice. In Table 1 , it can be seen that 48 individuals rent a home according to the BAG register, while stating to own a home in the LISS background survey. Furthermore, 155 individuals own a home according to the BAG register, while stating that they rent a home in the LISS background survey. Not every individual is observed in every data set. This causes some missing values to be introduced when the different data sets are linked at a unit level. These records are not missing, but they are considered as non-sampled individuals. Full Information Maximum Likelihood was used to handle the missing values in the indicators (Vermunt and Magidson 2013b, 51-52) .
The MILC method is applied to impute the latent variable home owner/renter by using two indicator variables and two covariates and the restricted conditional model. For results when the unconditional and the conditional model are applied we refer to Appendix B. In Table 2 classification statistics about the model is given, indicating how we can compare the results of this model to the information we obtained in the simulation study. Both the entropy R 2 and the classification probabilities are comparable to conditions we tested in the simulation study and in which the MILC method appeared to work very well. The classification probabilities for the LISS background survey and the BAG register indicate that theyboth have a high quality, but are error prone. Furthermore, P(married) and P(rent benefit) cannot be compared directly to the set up of the simulation study, but information provided by the covariates is taken into account in the entropy R 2 .
For the two variables measuring home ownership, we can see from the cell totals in Table 3 whether individuals who say to own their home also receive rent benefit, which is not allowed. However, in practice these discrepancies can be caused by the fact that people make mistakes when filling in a survey, or for example because people were moving during the period the surveys took place. Furthermore, the total number of individuals who can be found in the table of the LISS background study are only 779, and for the BAG register 772. This is because only the people indicating that they rented a house in the LISS Housing study were asked the question whether they received rent benefit. For the LISS background study we see that eight individuals are in the cell representing the impossible combination of owning a house and receiving rent benefit, and for the BAG register 4. If we investigate the cell proportions estimated by the MILC method, we see that both the conditional and the unconditional model replicate the structure of the indicators very well, but that individuals are still assigned to the cell of the impossible combination (see Appendix B). To get this correctly estimated, we need the restricted conditional model. The marginals of the variable own/rent (in the upper block of Table 3) for the different models are all very close to each other, and closer to the estimates in the BAG register than to the estimates of the LISS background study. Also note that individuals with missing non-married individuals are approximately equally likely to own or rent a house, married individuals are three times more likely to own a house than to rent one.
Discussion
In this article we introduced the MILC method, which combines latent class analysis with edit restrictions and multiple imputation to obtain estimates for variables of which we had multiple indicators in a composite data set. We distinguished between invisibly present and visibly present errors (commonly solved by edit restrictions), and argued the need for a method that takes them into account simultaneously. We evaluated the MILC method in terms of its ability to correctly take impossible combinations and relations with other variables into account. We assessed these relations by investigating the bias ofû, coverage of the 95% confidence interval, and se=sdðûÞ in different conditions in a simulation study. The performance of MILC appeared to be mainly dependent on the entropy R 2 value of the LC model. We conclude that a different quality of the composite data set is required to obtain unbiased estimates and standard errors for different types of estimates. In cases of 2 £ 2 tables including an edit restriction, a higher quality of the composite data set was required (entropy R 2 of 0.90), while unbiased estimates and standard errors for logit coefficients can already be obtained with an entropy R 2 value of 0.60.
An example of a composite data set containing data from the LISS panel and the BAG register were shown to have adequate entropy R 2 and we investigated the MILC method using the unconditional model, the conditional model and the restricted conditional model. All models can potentially be used when using the MILC method in practice. However, if there are edit restrictions within the data that need to be taken into account, only the restricted conditional model is appropriate. In light of our main findings, the MILC method can be seen as an alternative for methods previously used for handling visibly and invisibly present errors. This was done either separately using latent variable models and edit rules, or simultaneously by Manrique-Vallier and Reiter (2016) , by using one file and one measurement. A number of limitations of the current study are related to the assumptions we made when specifying the LC model. We assumed that the observed indicators were independent of each other given a unit's score on the latent variable, which means that when a mistake is made on an indicator originating from one source, this is independent of mistakes made on indicators from other sources. For example, if multiple indicators originate from comparable surveys, there is a probability that a respondent makes the same mistake in both surveys; this assumption is then not met. There are ways to relax this assumption by extending the LC model, but we did not investigate the performance of the MILC method if this assumption is relaxed. We also assumed that the misclassification is independent of the covariates. This is also an assumption that in some cases should be relaxed, which we did not investigate as well. Furthermore, the assumption was made that the covariates are free of error. Since this assumption is often not met, ways to relax this assumption should be investigated as well as the performance of the MILC method in such cases. Finally, it was assumed that all edits applied were hard edits, while sometimes soft edits are better applicable. We applied the edits by specifying which cell in the cross table between the latent variable and a covariate should have a weight of 0, while it is also possible to fix the relevant logit parameter to a very small number. In this way, it should be possible to apply hard or soft edit restrictions. However, we did not investigate the performance of the MILC method when edits are specified in such a manner. We also did not investigate the performance of the LC model used here when some of the previously discussed assumptions are not met. If a researcher is interested in investigating the relationship between the imputed latent variable and many other variables, all these variables should be included in the LC model as covariates. With the LC three-step approach (Bakk et al. 2016) , relationships between the imputed latent variable and other variables (not incorporated in the LC model) can be investigated as well. Edit restrictions could then be added later on as well. However, this three-step approach has not been incorporated in the MILC framework. More investigation can also be done on how the MILC framework handles missing values within covariates, linkage errors and selection errors. Furthermore, the current simulation study only considers dichotomous variables. The current simulation study shows how the method works and it gives some indications of when the method works. This simulation was also comprehensive enough to discover the relation between the quality of the results after imputation and the entropy R Another point of discussion is that we used three indicators in our LC model. In practice, it is more likely that researchers find only two indicators for an underlying true measure in their composite data set. However, a model with two indicators is not identifiable so an additional covariate is necessary. The fact that we used three indicators might seem like a disadvantage. However, a three indicator model and a two indicator plus covariate model are Markov equivalent, which means that they yield the same set of conditional inference assumptions and an identical likelihood.
It should also be noted that MILC can be applied to indicators coming from both population registers and sample surveys. When the indicators only come from sample surveys, we can use the standard rules for pooling as defined by Rubin (1987) . However, when at least one of the indicators is sourced from a complete population register, we can choose to either only impute the survey variables, and weigh them to appropriately represent the population variables, or we can choose to impute both the survey and population variables, and use adjusted rules for pooling (Vink and van Buuren 2014) . We use these adjusted rules because in the case of register indicators all sampling variability is captured by the between imputation variance, so the within variance should be left out of the equation. In this article, we consider the situation where samples and population registers are linked at a unit level, resulting in a composite data set consisting of only the individuals that were also in the survey sample. However, it is important to be aware of necessary adjustments when population registers are used. . .9600
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